About the Day Pass

The Day Pass is ideal for individuals looking for convenient, economical and unlimited one-day travel. Occasional riders, visitors and families can travel to shows, sporting events, restaurants and various other attractions across Central New York.

The Day Pass is available in all Centro service areas including the cities of Syracuse, Auburn, Oswego, Fulton, Utica and Rome.

Day Pass Policy

• Any customer using the Day Pass must maintain possession of the Pass for the duration of their ride.

• A Day Pass cannot be shared or used to pay the fare of additional customers at the same time.
Purchasing a Day Pass

- A **Day Pass** can only be purchased onboard any bus from the farebox.
- BEFORE inserting any money into farebox, customers must tell the Driver they are purchasing a **Day Pass**.

- The **Day Pass** will print out from the top of the farebox on the back of a Transfer card.

Day Pass Pricing

**Syracuse / Utica**
- Adult: $5.00
- Reduced: $2.50

**Auburn / Fulton**
- Adult: $3.00
- Reduced: $1.50

Note: The **Day Pass** is limited to travel within the fare Zone of purchase. Additional fare will be required when traveling to other fare Zones.

Using a Day Pass

- Once purchased, a **Day Pass** may be used on any bus during the next 24-hours after purchase.
- When boarding, customers may SWIPE the pass through the swiper unit located on the top of the farebox.
- If a **Day Pass** has expired, the farebox will alert the customer and the operator. A new **Day Pass** may be purchased at that time or the customer must pay their fare using an alternate payment method.

Please Note:

- Transfers are not needed when using a **Day Pass**.
- Customers using the **Reduced Fare Day Pass** to pay their fare are required to show their Centro Reduced Fare Photo ID or a combination Medicare Card and Photo ID upon boarding.

Easy to use, hard to beat.